and Baltimore native, by naming our new stroke service in his honor, The Louis R. Caplan, M.D. Stroke Service at the University of Maryland'.
Dr Caplan has shed light with his unsurpassed clarity and reader-friendly style over a wide spectrum of topics, ranging from the conundrum of symptoms in the top of the basilar syndrome, through the 'Salt and pepper in the face' and 'What is wrong with Mr. Jones?' -among the classics -to the elusiveness of water balance in the brain. However, he has not been honoured in Baltimore for his Sherlockian capacity for observation in neurological diseases. The prime purpose for this celebration has been an outlier's mix of commitment with teaching; combined to perfection with rock-solid knowledge and moral conviction.
Few times has a person been so devoted to the education of others. Pedagogic excellence not only encompasses semantic memory loading but, most importantly, cultural, philosophical and psychosocial skills. Facts are ultimately forgotten but anyone training with Dr Caplan has repeatedly heard, 'we should have known better', or 'this takes us back to school', 'I learn something new almost every day' and -what I have personally found the most important lesson of all; 'I don't know'.
In other words, his opinion is always humble and opened to questioning. To observe him listening (not just hearing), with the same degree of concern and attention, to scientific colleagues and patients alike is a lesson of respect and oftentimes patience and kindness. He will not negotiate drilling the message that nothing can replace the critical clinical judgement that is only acquired at the bedside. During endless hours, Dr Caplan provides and shapes the intellectual tools for independent thinking worth more than any guideline, text or trial result. There is always a message beyond the clinical case.
Dr Caplan is not only generous with his time and knowledge but also in paving and supporting the career paths of his fellows to the positions he considers best for them. His passion is the learning process that he persistently stimulates. Dr Caplan's disciples span all continents and are counted by the dozens. His office may as well have no door since it has always been opened, and he has dedicated countless hours and given pointed attention to anyone reaching for advice. He is never in a hurry, and always has words of wisdom and optimism. This holds true even at 7 a.m. while writing his opinions for peer-reviewed journals, or late at night on a subway ride.
The relationship Dr Caplan builds with his disciples is not limited to medicine and often they are invited to stay in his Professor Conrado Estol and Professor Louis Caplan. house where he and his wife Brenda provide the cozy environment necessary to feel at home. A home where he and Brenda raised their six children whom he lovingly managed to follow in their numerous academic, sports, musical and traveling interests. At scientific meetings, Dr Caplan always has time for some life lessons late after the conference sessions. He has globalised neurology by visiting remote and difficult to pronounce regions of the world, and yet he has managed to do it without reaching the level of 'virtual' Professor in his own department. How did he do it? A mystery! It is said that the art of medicine can be learned but that there is no fellowship or workshop where it can be taught. It is only by spending hours with role models that some stumble upon the opportunity to learn what can't be taught in traditional ways. However, 'role models' are unique and most doctors don't an interactive relationship with the person they admire and influenced by them. A mentor (after 'Mentor' , friend and advisor of Odysseus: a wise advisor, a teacher or coach -Webster's Dictionary), on the other hand, performs the role of a teacher, tutor and counselor based on a direct and close relationship. It is quite exceptional then, that someone in the learning process could find a mentor that could simultaneously be regarded as a role model. It is probably the fact that Dr Caplan fits so well both capacities as 'role model' and 'mentor' that makes him a natural candidate for the honour he has received.
Baltimore can be proud of having Dr Caplan as a native. The University of Maryland should be commended for honouring Dr Caplan by naming their Stroke Unit after him.
